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ABSTRACT
Climatic and ecological change threaten human health globally. Manifestations include lost species, vanishing glaciers and more frequent heavy rain. In the second half of this century, accelerating sea level rise is likely to cause crop loss, and population dislocation. These problems may be magnified by dysfunctional human responses, including conflict. The population health consequences of these events can be classified as primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary signs include the acute and chronic stress of heat waves, and trauma from increased bush fires and flooding. Secondary signs are indirect, such as an altered distribution of arthropod vectors, intermediate hosts and pathogens that will produce changes in the epidemiology of many infectious diseases. More severe future health consequences of climate change are classified here as tertiary effects. If moderate or severe climate change scenarios prove accurate then these manifestations will occur over large areas, and could include famine, war and significant population displacement. Such effects would threaten governance and health. The health professions must respond to these challenges, especially the task of recognising and seeking to minimise tertiary health consequences. The gap between what we know and what we need to know concerning these issues can be narrowed by a new field of medical practice. The framework for this emerging discipline includes climate change, ecology and global health. Combined, these dimensions may be called ecomedicine. Actions to reduce individual emissions, to promote active transport (with its ‘co-benefit’ of preventing chronic disease), and involvement in group action to protect the environment and to prevent war, informed by understanding of the health of individual patients and populations, will be central to the practice of ecomedicine.

INTRODUCTION
Fears of global apocalypse, especially large-scale nuclear war, have formed a psychological backdrop for many people since the dropping of the first atomic bomb in the second world war. However, until the onset of the current global financial crisis, the future for high income populations has seemed bright. This optimism is challenged by many scientists, and doubts about the future affect many young people.

Prominent as a cause for these doubts are climate change and the ecological crisis. The evidence for the latter includes the loss of species and impoverishment of ecosystems. Some obviously affect human health, such as the collapse of fish stocks. But there are many more subtle interactions, both causal and consequential, between climate and ecosystem change. Over the last 40 years climate change has slowly moved to centre stage, now reaching the US administration. The health consequences are also increasingly recognised. For example, in 2008 Margaret Chan, the World Health Organization’s Director General, described climate change as one of ‘three global crises looming on the horizon’.

Doctors have long played important roles in the pursuit of social justice, human rights, environmental protection and peace. Despite such involvement, going beyond individual patient care, the issues of climate change and global ecology may seem peripheral to the average medical graduate. The focus of ecomedicine may appear as arcane as microscope gazing once seemed.

Theories of miasma were replaced by germ theory after the insights of Pasteur, Koch and others. Now all doctors have an understanding of microbiology and see this as central to human health. The study of microbes also played a vital role in the development of antibiotics. Indeed the discoverer of arguably the world’s first antibiotic, René Dubos, finished his health career as one of the founding figures of this new discipline of ecomedicine.

His co-authored book Only One Earth, was commissioned for what could be called the first ‘Earth Summit’, held in Stockholm in 1972.

The objectives of this paper are to bring these issues to the attention of all medical schools, and to encourage the development of this new discipline. Climate and ecological change are integral to human health. All doctors should be familiar with its basic elements, and some trainees should study the issue in depth. We also categorise the population health consequences of climatic and ecological change as primary, secondary and tertiary. We give examples of each, and stress that the most adverse and large scale health consequences will be these tertiary events, if unchecked human driven climate change continues. The emerging discipline of ecomedicine has a vital role in minimising and perhaps even avoiding these tertiary health events.

ECOMEDICINE
In recent years the term ‘global health’ has largely displaced Third World health and tropical medicine to describe and encompass the challenge of bringing health to all. A minority view holds that global health refers to ‘transnational impacts of globalisation upon health determinants and health problems, beyond the control of individual nations’. We sympathise with this view because it implicitly recognises that global health applies to the world’s population, rather than only people
in low income countries. The challenges we face will affect us all.

We propose the term emedicine to encompass the appropriate medical response to climatic and ecological changes. This system includes a biosphere (the thin crust of interacting life, atmosphere and land surface), on our habitable planet influenced by human action, leading to the current phase in earth’s development being called the Anthropocene. a term coined to recognise the influence of human actions on the biosphere, sufficient in magnitude to move earth beyond the Holocene (a term for the interglacial era which began approximately 100,000 years ago).

Every doctor understands the absolute necessity for humans to breathe, drink, eat and emit waste. We also know, though rarely contemplate, how substrates of atmosphere, food, water and waste co-exist and endlessly recycle in our environment and within the bodies of ourselves and our patients. Despoliation of local environments has been part of the human experience for millennia, but it is still difficult for most people to fully appreciate the degree to which the integrity of our environment is now disrupted on a global scale. It is best documented by human induced alteration of great elementary cycles, especially nitrogen, carbon and phosphorus. Manufactured contaminants can be detected in virtually all species everywhere, including remote poles and mountains.

Paracelsus (and before him the Romans) recognised the dose makes the poison. A patient or population can be contaminated or infected by a low dosage and still function tolerably well. Our earth still functions. But beyond a critical threshold of exposure, dysfunction may become more apparent.

ECOLOGY, CLIMATE AND HEALTH: MULTI-LEVEL EFFECTS

Links between global ecology and human health were not reported until the 1960s. Although the possibility that humans could modify the global climate was raised in the 19th century, concerns about climate change and health are even more recent than are those for ecology and health. From a handful of papers in the late 1980s, the literature on this issue has now become very extensive.

Our simple classification of health effects from climatic and ecological change is intended as a guide. We classify the effects as primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary effects arise from the direct impact of the physical system upon human health. Harm to humans is usually rapid and obvious, such as from heatwaves, forest fires, floods and storms, all of which are predicted to increase due to climate change. Climate change is likely to lead to reduced deaths from cold temperatures, especially in winter. Population displacement due to extreme eco-climatic events like Hurricane Katrina can also be conceptualised as a primary effect, influenced both by a very steep storm and the loss of wetlands, which removed a protective ecological buffer.

SECONDARY EFFECTS: INFECTIOUS DISEASES, ATOPY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS

Secondary effects from eco-climatic change arise due to alterations in the ecology of vectors, parasites and host animals. Changes in the growth of allergens such as moulds can also be considered to fall into this category, as do interactions between heatwaves and air pollutants. Harm to health is less rapid and obvious than for primary effects and is often causally contested, especially for infectious diseases. Many infectious diseases involve an interaction between humans, animal hosts, vectors and the infectious organism; thus, they may be sensitive to climatic conditions, especially temperature and rainfall. For instance, rainfall influences the reproduction and population of langaros, an animal host for Ross River virus, an Australian arbovirus transmitted by mosquitoes. Ochomelania hupensis, a snail host for Schistosoma japonicum in China, is also sensitive to temperature; a rise in temperature is likely to alter and expand the snail’s distribution. An outbreak of the Hantavirus in Sweden in 2007 is believed to be related to reduced snow cover. It is postulated that this led infected voles to seek cover in barns, consequently increasing contact with humans, who inhaled virus from infected rodent excreta.

The dynamics of transmission cycles of vector borne diseases is temperature sensitive. For both malaria and arboviruses, warmer temperatures may shorten the extrinsic incubation period within the vector, while temperature, rainfall and humidity modify the abundance and longevity of the mosquito vectors and alter the behaviour of human and animal hosts. The extent to which climate change has already altered the epidemiology of malaria is particularly contested. The epidemiology of malaria and its attribution to climate is complicated by drug resistance, poverty, land use changes and imperfect climatic and disease data. While it is true that these factors play an important role, it is almost certain that the importance of climate change will grow over time. For example an altitudinal increase in malaria transmission is expected in Africa along with prolongation of the transmission season. The range of transmission of dengue fever epidemics is expanding; however, similar to malaria, there is debate concerning the extent to which this can be attributed to climate change. Droughts may also facilitate mosquito breeding and human disease, including dengue fever, by necessitating increased domestic water storage.

The distribution of tick transmitted diseases, including Lyme disease and tick borne encephalitis, may have been altered by temperature and ecological changes. Climate change could also alter the severity and distribution of infectious diseases, such as HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis, especially via undernutrition, increased poverty, and more crowding.

TERTIARY EFFECTS

Tertiary effects operate at the intersection of climate, politics, and ecology, both human and non-human. The term ‘tipping elements in the earth’s climate system’ capture some of this dimension, as does the term ‘great acceleration’ with regard to our current position in the Anthropocene. However, neither idea fully articulates the consequences to global human public health from amplifying feedback between human action and growing environmental scarcity.

For example, the conflict in Darfur, which to date has killed many more people than the European heat wave of 2003, is rarely seen as a result of adverse ecological and climate change. Some object to such attribution because they consider it an example of environmental determinism that can be used to reduce the responsibility of governments. However, to deny any ecological or climatic element to this conflict is to veer to the other extreme. Environmental stresses, especially droughts, volcanic eruptions and tidal waves, have contributed to the demise of many civilisations. Unless we change course, there is a high probability that the current trajectory of climate change, resource depletion and ecological loss will undermine our own civilisation. This should motivate intense preventive activity.

Climate change will also contribute to our grossly unequal global food production and distribution. The most authoritative prediction of sea level rise by 2100 is now at least 1 m, far
more than estimated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports. New satellite data have in 2009 revealed an accelerating loss of ice not only from Greenland but from West and (for the first time) from East Antarctica. A sea level rise of even a metre by 2100 may thus be conservative; yet even that would displace millions of people from low lying areas. Although some delta cities may find protection through building seawalls, this will be both very expensive and will run the risk of catastrophic failure, as when Hurricane Katrina flooded New Orleans.

THE MEDICAL RESPONSE

The health professions cannot ignore these gathering population health challenges. Yet, while forecasts of physical disruption from climate change grow more ominous each year, assessment of the likely social response to these changes remains curiously muted. Insufficient comprehension of these risks is also evident in the health chapter of the 2007 IPCC report, although there is acknowledgement there that the health impacts on economic dislocation and population displacement will be ‘substantial.

Straddling both physical and social science, the medical and health professions are in a position to show leadership informed by their understanding of the risk to society posed by these rapidly developing climatic and ecological phenomena. We have proposed a new field of medical practice to help address this challenge. After recognising these risks, ecomedicine can contribute to preventive efforts, on a global scale, aiming especially to minimise or avert the tertiary health consequences of climate and ecological change. We hope that the evidence presented here persuades even the sceptical reader of the growing importance of this field.

Nascent elements of the responses that are needed are growing. These include growing awareness of the scale of the problems by medical colleges in several nations, by the World Medical Association, and by many groups of medical activists, including the International Society of Doctors for the Environment. Some medical schools, especially in Canada, are already teaching elements of ecomedicine. The medical profession cannot respond to these problems on its own. Many other groups are active, and many will be delighted to cooperate with doctors. Yet, even broader and more imaginative alliances are required, perhaps including efforts to persuade military forces to act to prevent—rather than simply respond to—the emerging security threats of climate change and massive migration.

CONCLUSION

The global climate is changing at a rapid pace, especially at high latitude. Global ecosystems are also faltering and the challenge of Health for All is as elusive as ever. These problems are ‘wicked’ because solutions remain so intractable. Analogies exist with the ‘wicked’ problem of smoking, a common behaviour in which many people in most high income nations, including doctors, engaged during the 1950s and 1960s. Though we have witnessed a lamentable process of denial, subterfuge and protest by the smoking lobby, the grasp of the tobacco industry upon high income populations has been curtailed. Doctors and medical researchers have made crucial contributions to this advance. As representatives of a socially engaged profession, doctors are positioned to lead as role models in reducing their own carbon footprint. The medical profession has a long history of advocating policies for social change and has an obligation to do so in relation to ecomedicine and global climate. Many buffers disguise and distance most doctors from the harms that unchecked adverse environmental change will bring. Human behaviours including nihilism, apocalyptic alarmism and use of false science risk disengagement, including by doctors, with these issues. Doctors must be educated about ecomedicine, and learn to recognise its fundamental importance for individual and population health. The health consequences of climatic and ecological change can be lessened or prevented, but the time in which to achieve this is increasingly short.

Key learning points

- Global health currently faces great challenges due to climatic and other ecological changes. Changes in the Earth’s physical system will trigger many health consequences, classified here as primary, secondary and tertiary.
- Examples of primary effects: acute and chronic stress of heatwaves, trauma from increased bushfires and flooding.
- Examples of secondary effects: changes to infectious diseases and atopy and asthma.
- Examples of tertiary effects: large scale migration, famine and conflict.
- Tertiary effects, if they occur, are the most severe, but can still be prevented.
- The medical profession has a long history of involvement in protection of public health and other forms of public goods. We call for the establishment of the new discipline of ‘ecomedicine’ to study these issues, and to train doctors to contribute to the solution.

Current research questions

- How can the health effects of the global climatic and ecological change be measured?
- How can future health effects of these changes be measured?
- How can policymakers be persuaded of the potential severity and cost of the tertiary effects of the global climatic—ecological crisis?
- How can medical curricula be amended to incorporate elements of ecomedicine?

Actions for doctors and the health system

- Become educated about current and future health consequences of the climatic—ecological change.
- Become a role model. Just as most doctors have ceased smoking, the medical profession should reduce their own ecological footprint, in the clinic and hospital, in their home and by their use of transport.
- Promote active transport and other activities with ‘co-benefits’ for health and environment.
- Join medical and other groups that act to promote the political, technological and social changes required for the ‘sustainability transition’.
- Think and act in ways that reduce global inequalities.
Timelines

- 1940s: formation of United Nations, global consciousness emerges.
- 1960s: space race, global food crisis, global consciousness develops.
- By 2015: Ecomedicine concept embraced widely in medical schools.
- By 2020: Coalitions involving medicine and public health succeed in capping global carbon emissions, and fostering education for all girls, which accelerates global demographic transition.
- By 2050: Practitioners of ecomedicine continue to act to ensure that tertiary impacts of the still unfolding climatic—ecological crisis are minimised.
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